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ISPs May Limit Options in Streaming Battle
Internet-service providers such as Comcast, AT&T and Verizon are set-
ting up streaming content providers such as Netfl ix and Amazon for a 
battle that has implications for the ISPs’ future revenues and that could 
generate more regulatory scrutiny, according to an economic analysis 
from professors at the University of Florida. 

Their new study, “Should Online Content Providers be Allowed to 
Subsidize Content?” fi nds that controls such as the bandwidth-throt-
tling recently acknowledged by Netfl ix could create “a digital market-
place with fewer consumer options,” which in turn could trigger future regulatory review.

For their analysis, the Florida researchers developed a game-theory model in which major con-
tent providers may be forced into a bidding war, which, the scholars concluded, could lead to a 
monopolistic digital content landscape and test the limits of net-neutrality laws.  

 
For more of this blog, please visit multichannel.com/April4. 

BLOG: AS I WAS SAYING

“One of the weirdest things about lots of today’s VR experiences is the 
disembodied feeling. Look down where your body should be and … nothing” 
— Jan Dawson (@jandawson), founder and chief analyst of 
Jackdaw Research, after trying out Hulu’s new app for the 
Samsung Gear VR 

“5/ @twitter gave me my own emoji!! Can you guess 
what the hashtag is that activates it?!” — John Legere 
(@JohnLegere), T-Mobile CEO, in a series of tweets on the 
elevation of his status on the social network (#tweetjohn is 
the hashtag that activates his emoji, by the way) 

TECH TWEETS\

NUMBER

4 hours
How long DirecTV suggests 
it could take to download a 

two-hour movie in 4K format. 
That’s per an FAQ about 

DirecTV’s current crop of 4K 
fare, spotted by TV Predictions, 

noting that customers can 
expect downloads to take 

roughly “double the duration 
of the movie.” DirecTV plans 
to launch a live 4K channel 

later this month that will 
include partial coverage of 

The Masters golf tournament.

VIDEOPHILE
FOR MILLENNIALS, MUSIC’S HOT AND TVE’S NOT 
It’s well-established that millennials love 
their smartphones, but new research 
from The NPD Group spotlights which 
apps and services they like to use most 
on those devices. 

Listening to music online or via an 
app topped the charts in Q4, for the 
third year running. Using smartphones 
to watch TV from a pay TV provider (via 
a TV Everywhere app) was again at the 
bottom of the heap. 

One app category that saw a big surge 
were video phonecalls. More than half 
(52%) of users in the 18-34 age group 
use their smartphones for this purpose, a 
10-point climb versus the year-ago quar-
ter, NPD Group found in a survey of more 
than 5,000 U.S. consumers. 

Gary Arlen

SOURCE: NPD Group
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“The combined IP 
portfolios will lead to a 
new round of litigation, 

and TiVo’s retail 
business seems like the 

odd man out.” 
— Colin Dixon, analyst and 

co-founder of nScreenMedia, on 
a report that Rovi and TiVo are in 

merger talks, speculating as to how 
a combined entity will deal with 

several product overlaps, including 
core video guide software.
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